Ohlrichs & Bellar

ANNUAL BULL SALE

Saturday, February 4, 2017
AUCTIONEER
Tracy Harl..................................................402.469.3852

RINGMEN
Jeff Aegerter ................................................402.641.4696
Mike Sorenson ............................................641.745.7949
Kolt Keffer ..................................................765.376.8784

SALE CONSULTANTS
Kelvin Jorgensen ..........................................402.366.9475
Ryan Dunklau .............................................402.369.2025
Jason Hansen ..............................................402.649.0500
Tim Burke ....................................................402.750.0440
Brock May ......................................................608.778.6444
Kane Warren ...............................................402.651.8897
Jared Boyert ................................................330.416.4105

BREED REPRESENTATIVES
Blake Nelson, American Maine-Anjou Assoc. 918.441.3433
Andee Marston, American Chi Assoc. .........785.250.4449

SALE LOCATION
OHL Ranch, 55943 East Hwy 275, Norfolk, NE  68701
** Located East of Norfolk on Hwy 275, North side

SPECIAL THANK YOU TO...
Vet ... Dr. Del Heftie
Catalog ... Designs by Arin
Photography & Video’s ... Shannon Cook
Meal ... Lois Bowers & Joan Roberts
Clerking ... Melinda Johnson
Sale Day Videos ... Kate Siebrandt

NOTIFICATIONS
Not responsible for accidents. We will follow breeding
terms and conditions of each respective association.
Current weights will be available sale day.

OHL is retaining the rights to 1/4 semen interests and sales on all OHL Bulls.

Pictures & Videos will be online at
WWW.OHLRICH.COM & WWW.BELLARCATTLECO.COM
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WAYNE & BARB OHLRICH
C: 402.649.5804  H: 402.371.0695
55943 East Hwy 275, Norfolk, NE  68701
WWW.OHLRICH.COM

RANDY BELLAR
C: 402.380.3710 or h: 402.529.3518
Jeff Williams, 402.380.9049
PO Box 734, Wisner, NE
WWW.BELLARCATTLECO.COM

KEITH, 402.750.8219
CHRIS, 402.750.3811
KURT, 402.649.7915
Welcome to our Ninth Annual Sale. Again we are extremely excited about this year's offering. We have a very diverse set of bulls, knowing that not all of our cattle are the same and yours probably are not either. We feel that there is something here for everyone including calving ease to high performance bulls. The quality of bulls is deeper than ever. We expect from ourselves to offer you some of the very best genetics to make your new herdsire choices from. Your successful calf crop is just as important to us as it is to you. Our main goal is that these bulls make you money. We feel that with all confidence these bulls can take your program to the next level.

We would like to welcome Bellar Cattle to the sale. Randy is certainly no stranger to the cattle business and has been a very good friend of ours. They have good cattle and know good cattle so could think of no one better to offer more cattle to the sale. They are offering an outstanding set of females and bulls.

Again the Dostal family is offering a high quality set of bulls.

We are here to answer any questions you may have and look forward to seeing you Saturday, February 4th.

Sincerely,
Wayne and Barb

* We are all offering $100 per head off of each lot if you take them home on sale day

On behalf of Bellar Cattle Co., I want to thank you for taking the time to study the sale catalog. We are excited to offer this set of high quality and useful bulls. Bulls that will add performance and carcass traits to improve your bottom line. The females out of these bulls will also be super feminine with plenty of milk.

In the bred female division, these nine females are really outstanding. Everyone of these females would be a sale feature in any bred female sale. These are the front pasture kind. Buy with confidence!

Any questions about the bulls or females please call Jeff or I. We would be happy to answer any questions.

Thank you again,
Randy Bellar
We could talk all day about this bull both in the way that he is made and the proven pedigree he has behind him. The HCA May 85 cow has been one of the lead donors for Cherry Knoll Farms in Pennsylvania for many years. The Classen sired cattle have left a huge mark in the Angus breed. We sold a full sister to this bull this last fall to the Klienschmidt family. She has been in the winners circle and is making a growing popularity every time she hits the show ring. When you get a bull made like this, it really does not matter what breed you are associated with. He will be an asset to any program. When you talk about structure, stoutness, softness of body, big boned, hair, smoothness of shoulder, and a cool look - he has it all. If you are looking to raise tremendous females or bulls or simply good cattle, take him home with confidence.
This cow family has been a corner stone to our program for many years. The dam to this bull is a full sister to last years two high selling bulls. One of them going to the Walker family in Arkansas. The other to Peter Fritjers in Canada where he has definitely made his mark there this past year. Not only is this a calving ease bull but he is made so right also. From the ground up his structure is flawless, big footed, extremely smooth shouldered and has the softness of body with a cool look. What a set of replacements this bull could make. Use him if you are a purebred breeder or in the commercial cattle business either one. He was out of a first calf heifer.
This bull has been special since day one. It will be fun to put this bull across the scale come sale time to see what he does weigh. Lots of performance here. His mother comes from Sandeens in Iowa as a bred heifer and has never missed. This bull is so long bodied and deep ribbed, smooth in his structure and stands on a big foot. Imagine what a tremendous set of cool baldy replacements could be produced that are so ever popular. The Chopper females are making great cows. Without any question or doubt, this bull will add extra performance to your calf crop. He comes right off of the cow weighing 781 pounds.
We have had several full brothers to this bull that have been exceptional, not to forget about the full sisters. Including OHL Revelation that we sold a couple years ago and then have had the opportunity to purchase half of him back to turn out on cows here. Our two high sellers last year were full brothers. One went to Walkers in Arkansas and the other to Peter Fritjers in Canada. OHL Check Book has been named Supreme Champion Bull five times this past year in Canada, including the National Angus Show in Toronto. This bull is loaded with performance and eye appeal. Extremely big footed, long sided and bold sprung in his rib shape. Lots of muscle and fluid on the move. Sadly we lost his dam this summer. She was a daughter of our Heaven cow that was the cornerstone to our angus program for years. She was mated successfully to various breeds for us. This is a true breeding bull. Actual weaning weight of 858 pounds.
The dam to this bull, OHL Cream Puff has been a phenomenal producer for us and for a lot of years. At the age of 14 she is still going strong, has been bred back and continues to flush well for us. Several of her offspring have been our high sellers including both bulls and females. The High Regard cattle have made a huge impact in the Simmental industry and this bull is no exception. You have to love how deep bodied this bull is and his long smooth muscle pattern. He is big topped and packed full of performance. The daughters out of this bull would be second to none. He will also sire those high performing commercial calves. We all know how important it is to have weight going across the scale. Let him go to work on your cows.

**SIRE:** HIGH REGARD

**DAM:** OHL CREAM PUFF 365N

* Tag: 6113  03.03.2016  BWF  1/2 Sim & 8.495 Chi

92 lbs.          784 lbs.

**BW** | **ADJ. WW**
---|---
92 lbs. | 784 lbs.
If you want length of body, a bold sprung shape to his rib and a big powerful hip with lots of muscle shape down his top, this guy has it. He can get out and cover the ground freely. We have been fortunate to have some full sisters to him and they have been outstanding. Put this bull on a set of angus cows or lower percent simmys and reap the profits. The Uno Mas sired cattle make great females.

Our Cool Whip cow has been without a doubt another cornerstone female to our program for 14 years strong. She has produced several bulls that have gone on to be promotional bulls. No matter what breed we have mated her to, she clicks. Her heifer calves are outstanding producers. This bull is another exceptional one. This High Regard mating has worked extremely well. This bull is made with a stout square hip, is long sided and possesses lots of shape and dimension over his top. We love how his neck comes out of the top of his shoulder for that cool look. He is extremely flexible on the move and as a bonus, he is really good haired. The females out of this bull should be second to none.
8

**OHL Double Take 3215D**

- **SIRE:** CARD Uproar 49Y
  - CARD UPROAR 614B ’UPTOWN’
  - GCC Apple Blossom 245X
  - Friction
- **DAM:** OHL BLABBER MOUTH 3215A
  - OHL 4101

This is the first set of calves we have had out of our “Uptown” bull and we have been nothing but impressed. We kept several of his daughters this year in our replacement pen. This bull is packed full of meat from one end to the other. He is soft made and easy fleshing. When put on the move, he is extremely flexible. His dam is a second calver doing an impressive job. She is mated back the same way again.

---

9

**OHL Deputy 2195D**

- **SIRE:** Mr NLC Upgrade U 8676
  - MR TR Bottoms Up 4423B
  - Ms TR Terry Dream 9810W
  - Plainview Lutton
- **DAM:** YARDLEY HEAT STROKE Z66
  - Miss Yardley X31

This bull is simply powerful from front to rear. Probably has as much shape down his top as any bull in the sale. Love how well balanced, bold sprung ribbed and soft made he is. Every single calf out of this Lut daughter has been not just a good one but a really good one. We purchased his sire Bottoms Up from Troy Thomas and this bull is out of his first crop of calves. Several heifers made their way to the replacement pen. He has produced a great set of bulls for us as you will see as you go through the sale.
These Bottoms Up sired bulls have been fun to watch this year. This Total Recall daughter has also done a great job for us. What a great female producer this bull could be. He is long spined and soft middled. A bull that is very well balanced. He is smooth in his shoulder and square in his hip with lots of muscle shape to his top. Very impressive for as young as he is.

The dam to this bull came from Kelvin Jorgensen as a heifer calf and she can put the performance in one. This bull had an actual weaning weight of 725 pounds and he has not quit. It is going to be fun to put him on the scale before the sale. He is so long spined and deep bodied. Sure to put the extra pounds into your calf crop and make a great set of replacement females too.
**12 OHL Downtown 307-1**

Black  1/2 Sim & 2.52 Chiangus  

**BW** 85 lbs.  **ADJ. WW** 677 lbs.  

**SIRE:**  CARD Uproar 49Y  
**DAM:**  OHL Glowing Image 307-1A  
OHL Cool Whip 307N  

The granddam to this bull is our Cool Whip cow who is also the dam to lots 7 and 27 in the sale. These “Up Town” sired cattle are sure to put extra body and easy fleshing ability into your calf crop. This bull is extremely soft made and still packed full of muscle all in a very complete package.

---

**13 OHL Doolittle 065D**

Tag: 65  03.02.2016  
Black  1/2 Sim & 3.32 Chi/Maine/Angus  

**BW** 91 lbs.  **ADJ. WW** 684 lbs.  

**SIRE:**  Mr NLC Upgrade U 8676  
**DAM:**  OHL TEDDY BEAR 065X  
Cookies Crème 01K  

The granddam to this bull is our Cream Puff cow who is also the dam to Lots 5 and 19 in the sale. The performance carries right on through from generation to generation. He carries a tremendous amount of muscle in his top and out into his hip all in an easy fleshing type of package.
**OHL Dual Purpose 4221D**

Tag: 4221  
02.15.16  
Black  
Angus

**SIRE:** BARSTOW CASH  
Sitz Dash 10277  
Barstow Queen W16  
Summitcrest Focus 2U 66  
Dickaus 712 ENT PE 286

**DAM:** DICKAUS 2U 66 N FR 404  
Dickaus ENT PE 286

I do not know how much more you could ask for in a first calf heifer than this. A birth weight of 61 pounds and an actual weaning weight of 715 pounds and he has not stopped. Calving ease, performance, and the extra look all right here. What a bull to raise a great set of replacements. Deep sided, easy fleshing, length of spine and a great choice for a calving ease bull.

---

**OHL Dynamite 4229D**

Tag: 4229  
03.03.2016  
Black  
Angus

**SIRE:** BARSTOW CASH  
Sitz Dash 10277  
Barstow Queen W16  
Dickaus Extra ENT PE 784

**DAM:** DICKAUS EE PRF 4421  
Dickaus ENT PE 784

Another great choice for a calving ease bull with performance and lots of potential to raise great replacements. He is deep sided, easy fleshing and still has plenty of muscle in his top and quarter. Extremely flexible on the move. We have been nothing but impressed with these Cash sired calves. We kept an exceptional set of Cash sired replacements back. They do their job well.
Calving ease bull with a lot of style and balance. He comes out of a super cow family. His granddam has produced several promotional bulls for us as well as producing the champion steer at the Colorado State Fair in 2015. This bull is out of a first calf heifer himself. Would make a great choice to keep heifers back out of. The Brilliance sired daughters are good producers.

---

The dam to this bull has also been an exceptional producer for us. Last year she had a bull in the sale that brought $7,500 and the year before she raised a heifer calf that brought $38,000. This bull is no exception in terms of quality. There is a lot of power in this bull when you get behind him. Big topped bull with a bold sprung rib and softness of middle. Love how this bull can get out and move with ease. He is made great through his shoulder with a long cool front end. What a great one to make a top set of females. This bull is quite a bit younger but do not let that stop you. He is impressive.
This is our only Chiangus bull in the offering and he is a really nice one. His dam has been a donor cow for us and this is her natural calf. She raised him at the ripe age of 13 and is still in the herd. We have had these Hot Rod sired calves around for years, just simply for the reason that they work. No matter if you are raising cattle to go to the feedlot or want replacement females this bull would be a great choice. It does not matter what all breeds we have had we still like going back to our Chiangus females to get the job done for us.

A mating that has worked over and over, our Cream Puff cow mated to Open Bar. He has an impressive weaning weight of 794 pounds right off of the cow. The dam to this bull is also the dam to lot 5 in the sale. This is an extremely long sided bull with lots of muscle in his top and a square hip. His offspring will be sure to add extra pounds when they go across the scale.
Lots 20 and 21 are full brothers and not a lot of difference between the two. You could not ask for a better pedigree with Steel Force, Irish Whiskey, and Lut. These bulls weaned off at 735 pounds (lot 20) and 726 pounds (lot 21). It will be fun to see what they weigh at sale time. Lot 20 probably has the advantage of a little bigger hip and longer spined. Lot 21 would have the advantage of being deeper bodied. You as a buyer make your choice. Both are really good.

Lots 20 and 21 are full brothers and not a lot of difference between the two. You could not ask for a better pedigree with Steel Force, Irish Whiskey, and Lut. These bulls weaned off at 735 pounds (lot 20) and 726 pounds (lot 21). It will be fun to see what they weigh at sale time. Lot 20 probably has the advantage of a little bigger hip and longer spined. Lot 21 would have the advantage of being deeper bodied. You as a buyer make your choice. Both are really good.

The dam to this bull is out of the granddam to the Lot 4 bull and the great granddam to the Lot 2 bull. The power is definitely in the blood. Out of a first calf heifer himself. The red hided cattle are a hot ticket. We have liked this bull from the get go. Really smooth shouldered, long sided and plenty of muscle when you get behind him. He too would make a great female producer. The power is in the blood.
Real good 1/4 blood simmy bull that would make a super choice for calving ease and one to raise those great replacements out of. His dam is a first calf heifer sired by Broker that is doing one heck of a job. This bull is easy fleshing and will add the extra shape of rib to his calf crop. Maybe a little younger but do not overlook him.

These Cash sired calves have been nothing but impressive, both bulls and females. We hand picked and then purchased a set of breds from Krebs Ranch at Gordon, NE and what a job they have done. This bull had an actual weaning weight of 772 pounds right off his mother. We love these bulls for their calving ease, performance, growth and fleshing ability.

Another high performance bull that is going to be a lot of fun to run across the scale prior to the sale. He is so deep bodied, big in his top, and easy fleshing. These bulls will add pounds and make the keeping kind for heifers.
A bull that is extremely lond bodied and angular in his design. He is really flexible on the move. Out of a first calf heifer himself. These Cash bulls weighed well right off of the cow and have flat turned the crank since weaning. Another great choice if you are wanting to raise or keep replacement heifers.

The dam to this bull is our Cool Whip cow which is also the dam to lot 7. We kept the only full sister to him in the replacement pen this year. This bull is incredibly stout made and has lots of rib shape with that easy fleshing ability and sound in his movement. If you are wanting to raise bulls, females or extra pounds this bull would be a great choice.

These Chopper sired calves are loaded with performance and maternal ability. The dam to this bull has done a great job year after year. This bull will be sure to add extra pounds to your calf crop.
The sire to this bull, OHL Block Buster is a half blood simmy back out of our Cream Puff cow. She is also the dam to lots 5 and 19 in the sale. He has done a remarkable job for us over the years. This bull is so soft made and big hipped and flexible on the move. Again the females out of this bull would be awesome. We would love to have a chance at the heifers out of this bull. We kept a half brother, OHL Howdy, to this bull a few years back and can tell you that the females are exceptional.

This bull is flat out a power house. These “U p Town” sired cattle are impressive when you run them across the scale in the fall. He had an actual weaning weight of 732 pounds right off of mama and was born the very last of March. Very sound, easy fleshing and big middled. His dam has been a no miss cow.

This bulls dam is out of our 17 cow family which Lots 2, 4, 17, and 22 are also out of. The power is definitely in the blood. This bull is monster bodied, has a big square hip and easy fleshing. One to sure add pounds to a calf crop. We may repeat ourselves often as we say ‘would make a great set of replacements’ but we sincerely mean that.
An impressive weaning weight here. 788 pounds directly off of the cow and a first calver to top it off. He has a powerful, stout made hip. We can see this bull being the ticket to use on angus or baldy cows. His mother is a beautifully made dam, a picture perfect female. He was one that definitely caught your eye in the pasture this summer.

This 3/4 blood Simmental is a full brother to the Lot 6 bull. He is extremely long sided and deep sided. We have had several full sisters and they have sold very well. If you have cows that you maybe need to add a little extra stretch to, this would be a good choice of a bull. His mother is an impressive female.

We only keep the bulls that are a little younger for one reason. They have to be really good. His dam has been a no miss female. This bull has lots of body and length of side. He has all the right parts in all the right places. Very complete. Use with confidence to make a great set of females and to add extra pounds. He weighed in at 693 pounds when he was weaned directly off of the cow and that was with being born the middle of April.
If you are in need of a little extra growth and hybrid vigor in your calf crop, this one fits the bill. His dam is a first calf heifer that was sired by Steel Force and out of a Saugahatchee dam. Without question you will add growth and performance to your calf crop. This bull is long sided and has a big hip. The Ali females also make great cows.

Another stout made bull that can add extra eye appeal to your calf crop. He is out of a first calf heifer. Extremely well balanced and good structured.
Polled. Lot 37 and Lot 38 are full sibs. Once again we are excited to offer two very outstanding Steel Force sons and these two prove once again this mating works. We have had repeat buyers on these bulls the last two years now. This bull combines power and productivity in a stout, sound package. This bull will help add those desired extra pounds to his calf crop. Along with adding growth and performance, I also feel like this bull could produce some outstanding breeding stock. This is a unique offering so don’t overlook it.

Polled. Again, a full sib to Lot 37, this bull combines the same power and growth as this full brother. Yet, he is so smooth through his front end, long spined, and big footed. The versatility of this bull is something to desire, as he will work well in a purebred herd or a commercial herd. It’s hard to poke a hole in these two bulls. You make the decision on which one you want to own.
39 **DOST Harley**

Tag: 9189-1       02.25.2016
Black      50% Sim & 50% Angus

**SIRE:** SVF Steel Force S701
MS Meyer 31S1 OF TH
TC Freedon 104
**DAM:** DOS REBA 9189
WAR Command 9189 314

Sired. Our Reba cow produces another really good Chooper bull. This bull’s full brothers have averaged $7,750. He is so complete is tough to fault anything about him. He is big topped, long bodied, soggy made and walks like a cat. This ones dam raises a good one every year. If you’re looking for a bull that will work on a variety of cows, he is the one. He will add both performance and quality to your heard. He is the real deal.

---

40 **DOST Loaded**

Black     50% Sim, 25% Angus & 25% Maine

**SIRE:** SVF Steel Force S701
MS Meyer 31S1 OF TH
GEF Open Bar
**DAM:** DOST GRACE 135
WAR Command 9189 314

Sired. This Chooper son is loaded with power and performance and is backed by a really good cow family. If your looking for a herd bull to add some growth and power this is the guy. Along with his muscle and substance, this bull can get out and travel with ease.
Polled. Here is a three-quarter blood Angus bull whose style and structural correctness are sure to catch your eye. If you need a bull that can get out and put on some miles, this guy will be able to do so with ease. We admire his muscle shape and depth of body that all ties into a complete and smooth package. His dam and granddam are loaded with performance so we expect him to pass that along to his offspring.

Polled. Broker bulls are becoming popular and this guy is a great example why. We admire the structure correctness this bull combines with depth of body and muscle shape. This bull’s dam is one you wish you had a whole herd of and the mating with Broker really added value.

Polled. I refer to this bull as a meat and potatoes kind of guy. He is a more moderate framed Chopper son that is full of red meat. With his genetic package and lower birth weight combine with his muscle and rib shape, this bull will work on a variety of cows.
Polled. The Gracie cow has been a very consistent donor for us. She has worked on every bull we have ever used on her from club calf to purebred Simmental. Several sons have been semen bulls in major bull studs. This bull certainly has that potential. This double bred H airietta is pretty impressive! Long spined, very stylish and good on the move. His mother is no longer around, so take advantage of this pedigree while you still can. TH F & PH AF. A maternal brother to Lot 58 bred heifer.
BEF Deal Me In 32D

SIRE: WLE BIG DEAL (2743620)  SVF Steel Force  Shawnee Miss 770P

DAM: TDFC LUCKY LADY 316B (450227)  GOET 180  JSC Lucky Lady

Polled. A very unusual pedigree; half Simmental and half Maine-Anjou. This Big Deal son is impressive when you walk up to him and a total meat wagon when you get behind him. Extra stoutness and still travels around with ease. Out of an impressive first calf heifer. THF & PHAF
Sired. The 14R cow has been an extremely productive donor female. Working on every bull we have used. This bull will be a true breeding piece. Lot 46 and 47 are full brothers. Lot 46 is the fancier of the two. Check out the neck extension, body length and muscle expression here. A maternal brother to “Whiskey Chick.” THF & PHAF.

**BEF The Dealer 23D**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BW</th>
<th>ADJ WW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>89 lbs.</td>
<td>810 lbs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SIRE:** WLE BIG DEAL (2743620)

**DAM:** BEF MS 14R (347612)

Sired. The 14R cow has been an extremely productive donor female. Working on every bull we have used. This bull will be a true breeding piece. Lot 46 and 47 are full brothers. Lot 46 is the fancier of the two. Check out the neck extension, body length and muscle expression here. A maternal brother to “Whiskey Chick.” THF & PHAF.

**BEF The Real Deal 44D**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BW</th>
<th>ADJ WW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86 lbs.</td>
<td>730 lbs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SIRE:** WLE BIG DEAL (2743620)

**DAM:** BEF MS 14R (347612)

Sired. Another bull with the certainty of becoming a true breeding bull. The Real Deal 44D is backed by generations of truly great producing females. This one is more complete, compared to his brother, Lot 46. Good ribe shape, great hair and great structured. A maternal brother to “Whiskey Chick.” THF & PHAF.
Polled. If you are looking for a Smokey bull here ya go! Check out the extension and eye appeal. Very sound moving with great hair and look! THF & PHAF.

Polled. 26D’s dam is a donor cow for us. She has delivered the goods on whatever bull we have used with her. Great cow family! Lot 49 is a Chi bull that is wide based with a huge loin eye. He is good looking, complete calf with a great attitude. THF & PHAF.
**BEF Star 622C**

SIRE: WOCR Double Star
DAM: TEF #622 (327711)

Polled. If you are looking for a little more maturity, this bull will fit your bill! A Chiangus bull that was bred in the Ned Ellis herd. A true breeding piece here. His females will be superb with longevity. He is very attractive and complete with the ability to cover a lot of cows. THF & PHAF.

**BEF Big Deal 5D**

SIRE: WLE Big Deal (2743620)
DAM: EKCC Jasmine 700S

Polled. This bull's dam, 700S, has been a cornerstone of our embryo program. Extremely fertile, easy keeping, female that has a perfect udder. Lots 51 & 52 are full brothers. This all black brother is very complete, sound and fault free. Check out the hair and structure in this one! THF & PHAF.
Polled. This black baldy is the fancier of these brothers, Lot 51 and 52. He still has good belly shape and is so good at the ground. THF & PHAF.

---

Polled. Looking for a heifer bull?? The dam of this bull is a really nice fronted, moderate framed purebred Simmental female. A first calf heifer that we immediately put into our embryo transplant program. Look at the 58 pound birth weight and then the performance since birth.

- SIRE: SVF Steel Force
- DAM: EKCL Miss Amanda

Polled. This black baldy is the fancier of these brothers, Lot 51 and 52. He still has good belly shape and is so good at the ground. THF & PHAF.
54 BEF Brilliance 18D

SIRE: SAV Brilliance 8077 (36197774)  
DAM: Miss Uprising 179

Polled. The dam of this bull was purchased as a bred heifer from Ryan Wendt last February. A tremendous female in her type and kind and now in our embryo transplant program. A low birth weight heifer bull here. 18D is good looking, complete, big ribbed. You will want to keep all his daughters. THF & PHAF.

55 BEF Big Deal 72D

SIRE: WLE Big Deal (2743620)  
DAM: NMJ 318 (464524)

Scurred. A complete bull right here folks! Study the pedigree and soundness on this one. A maternal brother to Lot 63 heifer. He is out of a tremendous Irish Whiskey daughter. +72D is a true breeding bull. THF & PHAF.
SIRE: TBSC Miss Thise 559C  
ASA 3091584  04.05.2015  50% Simmental & 50% Angus

DAM: 56
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A'I'd 05.18.2016 to CAJS Blaze of Glory (ASA 2939840); examined safe. Due 02.25.2017.
Polled. Blaze of Glory was the 2015 National Champion Simmental Bull. Two words for this female; donor cow! 559C is truly a great Pilgrim
daughter. She is big bodied, wide based and as maternal as you can make one. Don't miss this once in a lifetime opportunity.
57 **TBSC 558C**

SIRE: TBSC SHOW STOPPER (365562)
DAM: MISS KOH 124B

AI'd 06.01.2016 to No Worries; examined safe. Due 03.11.2017.
Polled. Check out the width and capacity on this future donor. She could legitimately pay herself off with the calf she is carrying now. Stop and study this one.

58 **Driving Gracie**

SIRE: CNS Dream On L186 (2132975)
DAM: 3C Melody M 668 BZ

AI'd 06.02.2016 to CAJS Blaze of Glory (ASA 2939840); examined safe. Due 03.12.2017.
Polled. A maternal sister to Lot 44, this Driver daughter has endless opportunities. So complete, fault free and feminine. And she is a baldy to boot!!
MONTE MONTANA (AICA M746189)

AI’d 06.01.2016 to No Worries; examined safe. Due 03.11.2017.

If you’re looking for a big bodied, wide bases smokey look here. The Montie Montana sired cattle are becoming very popular.

MONOPOLY X ROCK STAR X ANGUS

SIRE:
DAM:

SIRE: MONTIE MONTANA (AICA M746189)

DAM: MONOPOLY X ROCK STAR X ANGUS

P.E. 06.10 - 08.15.2016 to TTBR Mr T-Bone 170A; examined safe. Due mid-April.

Polled. This mating should really work. The T-Bone calves come easy but have eye appeal and great muscle shape. They are easy to sell and this mating is exciting! Great Chiangus opportunity folks. This female is one of soundest truest moving females you will find. This will be a female to base a program around.

OCC Linebacker 870L
TBAR Ms Whitney 4N
JSC Advantage 257T
PCC Annie Oakley 721

JSC Camry 77C

ChiAngus ACA 380778  05.04.2015
23% Chianina & 75% Angus

SIRE: YR LINEBACKER 4W (342717)
DAM: JSC Ms ADVANTAGE 77X

P.E. 06.10 - 08.15.2016 to TTBR Mr T-Bone 170A; examined safe. Due mid-April.

Polled. This mating should really work. The T-Bone calves come easy but have eye appeal and great muscle shape. They are easy to sell and this mating is exciting! Great Chiangus opportunity folks. This female is one of soundest truest moving females you will find. This will be a female to base a program around.

SIRE: SOLID GOLD
DAM: RLL SMOKIN DREAM H208 (1065345)

P.E. 06.01 - 08.01.2016 to Cardinal Unbelievable 294B (18015226); examined safe. Due mid-March 2017.

If you are wanting to make colored steers, here is the factory. You have to see her in person to really appreciate her. So wide, so cool, and so hair. The service sire is a purebred Angus that was out of the 2013 Angus Junior Show Reserve Grand Champion Bred and Owned Female. Shown by Lucas Wisnefski.

SOLID GOLD

RLL SMOKIN DREAM H208 (1065345)
TO Miss Cigar 1038

P.E. 06.01 - 08.01.2016 to Cardinal Unbelievable 294B (18015226); examined safe. Due mid-March 2017.

If you are wanting to make colored steers, here is the factory. You have to see her in person to really appreciate her. So wide, so cool, and so hair. The service sire is a purebred Angus that was out of the 2013 Angus Junior Show Reserve Grand Champion Bred and Owned Female. Shown by Lucas Wisnefski.
62 Issabella
AMA 466788  04.12.2015
Black   MaineTainer

**SIRE:** LFCC UNSTOPPABLE 727X (415449) Mouponly
**DAM:** CURTAIN CALL

AI’d 05.19.2016 to No Worries; examined safe; Due 02.26.2017. Polled. Powerfully made, wide based MaineTainer cow here. This mating could be a home run.

63 Syd’s Whiskey 21C
AMA 464615  04.13.2015
3/4 Maine-Anjou

**SIRE:** GOET 180 (400082) Cowan’s All 4M
BPF  Miley 80T
**DAM:** NMJ320 (464525) Irish Whiskey
B|JJ  20L

P.E. 06.10 - 08.15.2016 to TTBR Mr T-Bone 170A; examined safe. Due mid-April. Polled. This mating should really work. Check out the feminity and soundness of this 3/4 Maine-Anjou female. She is so great necked, long sided and elegant!

64 VF TR Jilliann 508C PCA
ACA 378995  04.01.2015
25% Chi

**SIRE:** TR TRAIL BLAZER (331222) TR Real Big Time
RDCA Ms Impulse 4155H
**DAM:** TR NELLIE 375 (325316) VOL Caras Boy 31J
TR Nellie

P.E. 06.10 - 08.15.2016 to TTBR Mr T-Bone 170A; examined safe. Due mid-May. Polled. A royall bred Chiangus female. Out of a former National Champion. Wide based, wide topped heifer with a lot of class and look!